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Qatar Museums will present KAWS: He
eats alone, the first museum show in the
Middle East dedicated to Brian

Donnelly (b. 1974, USA), known professionally
as KAWS, at the Fire Station: Artist in
Residence in Doha from October 25, 2019
through January 25, 2020. Curated by
acclaimed art historian Germano Celant, this
solo survey will explore the artist’s career and
vast oeuvre, featuring paintings, graphic
design, small-scale objects, and large-scale
sculptures made over the past twenty years. 

The exhibition will feature forty artworks
representing the artist’s studio practice on
view at the Garage Gallery in the Fire Station
and a monumental inflatable sculpture titled
HOLIDAY (2019) installed in the Dhow Harbor.
Some ninety examples of products and com-
mercial collaborations designed by KAWS-
among them sneakers, skateboards, and toys -
will be presented in the Archive located on the
second floor of the Fire Station’s Cafe building. 

“We are pleased to present this important
exhibition of the work of internationally
renowned artist KAWS, along with the giant
public installation in Dhow Harbour,” said
Sheikha Reem Al-Thani, Director of
Exhibitions at Qatar Museums. “If the public
reception of the recent installation of KAWS’s
Small Lie (2018) at Doha’s Hamad International
Airport, is any indication, the artist’s larger
than life sculptures, which evoke questions of
humanity and hope, will unquestionably res-
onate with the people of Qatar.”

Talking about the artist’s work, Germano

Celant, curator of the exhibition said: “The fig-
ures by KAWS are inflected in the world
through a system of global communication and
distribution. They are delicate, original forms
that graft into every earthly context. They bear
witness to the cosmopolitan spirit of an art
“without place” that is able to convey an
imaginary universe, always aware of having to
negotiate its presence with the already exist-
ing market of signs.”

“It is an acknowledgment of the iconic
materials in circulation that have led us to a
nomadic, and now virtual, culture. KAWS
crystallizes a few of these, uprooting them
from their mass profitability and making them
alternative through their individuality, in keep-
ing with a human perspective connected to the
feelings of suffering and pain, boredom and
sadness, which enable us to resist mass flat-
tening and annihilation,” he said

KAWS’ imagery has long possessed a
sophisticated, dark humor, revealing the inter-
play between art and consumerism, referenc-
ing both art history and pop culture. Donnelly
began his career in street art in the 1990s,
becoming synonymous with the name KAWS,
a tag that became a staple in his advertise-
ments and ‘sub-vertisments’ (modifications of
commercial works).

Later, the artist explored industrial produc-
tion with KAWS companion, chum, and
accomplice. These large- and small-scale
objects translate the noisy exuberance of graf-
fiti into 3-D cartoon characters that recall
familiar images and characters in pop

culture.By doing so, the artist is simultaneously
representing the vacuity of media and, as a
consumable product, the failure of art-a failure
to change the world. Blindly, with Xs for eyes,
these characters approach their audience with
recognizable yet manipulated shapes, mutating
in attempt to more easily interact with society.

The formidable power of these hybrid figures,
when cast as larger-than-life sculptures,
speaks to a contemporary era in which image
is often exchanged for persona-while their
emotional stances are imbued with humanity. 

The Doha exhibition will take over the Fire
Station through large scale, artist-produced
graphic installations that envelop the complex,
inviting the visitor into the singular world of
KAWS. The museum’s Garage Gallery is trans-

formed into labyrinthine of gallery spaces
designed by New York-based studio 2x4. A
composition of fragmented art walls and
sculpture platforms serve to both anchor and
frame the works throughout the exhibition,
including the titular piece He Eats Alone
(2014), an early painting M2 (2000), signature

character sculpture Chum (2008, black) and
Accomplice (2010). 

Across the courtyard, the Archive features
a wide array of smaller KAWS objects in a
series of intimately scaled, display vitrines. The
KAWS editions from 1999 to 2019 on view
range from fashion and design objects to plush
toys and skateboards produced in collabora-
tion with diverse companies and brands.

In the Fire Station’s courtyard space, the

work Companion (passing through) (2010), a
5-meter-tall matte black figure, seated with his
hands covering his eyes, will be installed. The
Companion figure, which was created by
KAWS in 1999 and represented one of the
artist’s first characters in 3D, is likewise the
subject of the large-scale inflatable, titled

Holiday (2019), in Doha’s Dhow Harbour. The
40-meter-long figure, in this iteration in a
reclined position, was installed earlier this year
on a campground at the base of Mount Fuji in
Japan.

Set In stone: Gems 
and jewels from 
royal Indian courts

In celebration of the 2019 Year of Culture Qatar-India,
the Museum of Islamic Art (MIA) is delighted to present
an exhibition on magnificent gems and jewelry from

India. Set in Stone: Gems and Jewels from Royal Indian
Courts will showcase more than 100 pieces from across
Qatar Museums’ collections, including many masterpieces
that have never been displayed before. Drawing from
MIA’s permanent collection, the National Museum of
Qatar, and Qatar Museum’s Orientalist Collection, this
exhibition will bring together a splendid array of jewelry,
jeweled objects, works on paper, and photography.

For over 5,000 years, minerals and metals were
extracted from India’s rich earth and crafted into beautiful
pieces to adorn the body or give as offerings. India’s repu-
tation for abundantly rich natural deposits attracted trav-

elers and traders for centuries; so prized were these
stones that wars were waged to win the right to exploit
mines and control trade routes. 

The wealth of any Indian court was directly tied to the
size and value of its royal treasury, and nowhere was this
clearer than in the Mughal Empire (1526-1858). Whether
left in their natural state, carved, or set within gold, pre-
cious stones adorned a variety of objects that came to be
associated with the wealthy elite, Emperors and
Maharajas. Spectacularly opulent, these objects defined
Indian luxury. 

The exhibition is organized into four sections:
“Precious Stones” reveals the cultural and economic
importance of stones in India, tracing their history, sourc-
ing, and trade in the early modern period. “Court &
Ceremony” explores the role that gems, jewelry and jew-
eled objects played within a courtly context in the out-
ward projection of wealth and status. “Beyond the Court”
demonstrates the personal, private and devotional uses of
crafted jewels. “Qatar Connection, Pearls for Gold”
recounts the long cultural and commercial exchanges
between India and Qatar, as seen through the traditions of
pearls and gold, and explores how this lineage has influ-
enced local Qatari jewelry fashion.

Dr Julia Gonnella, Director of the Museum of Islamic
Art, said: “We are delighted to celebrate the opening of
this extraordinary exhibition, developed as part of the
Qatar-India Year of Culture. SetIn Stone: Gems And
Jewels From Royal Indian Courts allows us to present
examples of the most spectacular pieces in the Museum of
Islamic Art, along with important artworks and objects
from other Qatar Museums’ collections.”

Exhibition highlights include ‘Indian-Cut’ diamonds
from the famed mines of Golconda, in the Deccan (south-
ern India), which - until the discovery of new diamond
deposits in the 18th century - were the main source of dia-
monds throughout the world. MIA’s jeweled falcon, which
most likely adorned the top of a throne, is a masterpiece of
17th century Mughal craftsmanship and demonstrates the
richness of the Mughal court. 

Another highlight is the magnificent necklace from
Varanasi: composed of seventeen diamonds suspended
with gold-collared emeralds surmounted by baroque
pearls, this necklace showcases the continued opulence of
19th century Maharajas. The most impressive object on
display is known as the ‘Clive flask’, a 17th century jewel-
encrusted jade flask that once belonged to Robert Clive,
1st Baron Clive of Plassey (1725-1774). This object -
remarkable for both its beauty and provenance - will be
displayed in Doha for the first time.

The National Museum of Qatar will present an exhi-
bition dedicated to the vibrant and sculptural work
of Jean Schlumberger (1907-1987), who trans-

formed 20th century fashion with jewellery and acces-
sories inspired by natural forms. On view at the National
Museum of Qatar from October 15, 2019 through January
15, 2020, Magnificent Jewels of Jean Schlumberger: From
the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts Collection includes
more than 125 pieces from the Rachel Lambert Mellon
Collection at the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, the
largest and most comprehensive public collection of jew-
ellery and art objects by Schlumberger. 

The exhibition will feature the designer’s imaginative,
witty and awe-inspiring interpretations of animal and
botanical subjects, particularly marine life and flowers,
which combine precious metals and gemstones, as well as
organic materials. “We are proud to present Magnificent
Jewels of Jean Schlumberger as one of the first tempo-
rary exhibitions at the recently opened National Museum
of Qatar,” said Sheikha Reem Al Thani, Director of
Exhibitions at Qatar Museums. “Schlumberger’s dazzling
jewellery and art objects, which were inspired by nature,
will certainly captivate visitors, just as the museum has
through its organic design, resembling a desert rose, a
flower-like mineral formation that occurs naturally in the
Gulf region.”

Magnificent Jewels of Jean Schlumberger: From the
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts Collection is organised by
Dr. Michael R. Taylor, Chief Curator and Deputy Director
for Art and Education, Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, and
Kristie Couser, Curatorial Assistant for Works on Paper,
The Clark Art Institute. The exhibition debuted in 2017 at
the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts and has traveled to The
Museum of Fine Art in St. Petersburg, Florida and The
National Museum of China in Beijing.

“This unparalleled collection of Jean Schlumberger’s
iconic jewellery, accessories, and other decorative
objects was given to VMFA by Rachel Lambert Mellon,
one of the most generous donors in our history,” said Dr.
Michael R. Taylor, VMFA. “These extraordinary works -
with their vibrant colors, exquisite craftsmanship, and
natural inspirations - showcase Schlumberger’s dazzling
imagination and clarity of vision.”

Schlumberger began his career crafting costume jew-
ellery for the French fashion designer Elsa Schiaparelli in
1930s Paris, before heading his own private salon at New
York’s Tiffany & Co. beginning in the 1950s.
Schlumberger’s designs for objects ranging from ciga-
rette cases and pill boxes to brooches and necklaces
were popular with some of the most celebrated women
of the period, among them Rachel “Bunny” Lambert
Mellon (1910-2014), a noted American horticulturalist
and philanthropist, whose collection is the focus of this
exhibition. Schlumberger’s designs featuring precious

stones would include diverse cuts, carat size, and colour -
adding a multi-faceted dynamism to each piece. A natural
lapidary (gem artisan), he shaped minerals and gems
using the techniques of cabochon cutting to maximise a
gem’s brilliance.


